MAUL №5

Free scoping session: maul.fyi/m5
Executive Coaching: maul.fyi/m5-oneonone

Designed for the tech writing and software engineering
industry, MAUL №5 gives executives and their teams
the tools to inspire & encourage your people, break
through long-standing expensive problems and set
up a Continuous BrainOps Development system for a
productive, efficient and human organization culture.
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Uncover & reclaim hidden costs
Turn conflicts into empowerment
Melt (not tear) down silos
Widen process bottlenecks
Increase individual & team resiliency
Recruit & retain the best people
Instant Coaching new starting October 2022
+ Fixed-price 2-hour executive coaching session to
identify, approach and solve your most pressing
issue(s) with your leadership team or employees

Half linguist, half computer scientist, half brain
debugger: After careers in software engineering, psychotherapy and marketing, I’m bringing
it all together in strategy consulting and communication coaching for the tech industry.

— Mathias Maul, hi@maul.fyi

+ Includes concrete action steps and follow-up
+ Choose date & time: maul.fyi/m5-oneonone

Inspire & Encourage Workshops & Clinics
+ Get inspired when stress is high or morale is low
+ Learn to change your own and others’ behavior
(without dirty tricks)
+ Raise awareness for communication skills

MAUL №5 5-Session Breakthrough Program
+ Solve long-standing expensive problems related to
productivity, motivation or flexibility
+ Uncover & resolve disruptive team dynamics without
shame and blame
+ Defuse conflicts within or between teams, even
across silo boundaries

BrainOps Continuous Growth & Development
+ Build and maintain a resilient team & org culture

“I loved the session. I have wished for something like this for a long time; having someone
from the outside […] to give us a complete new
perspective on ourselves and the world. […] I
am confident that we will use the inspiration
and knowledge going forward.”

based on clear, effective and human communication
+ Implement measurement systems to identify and
mitigate communicative disruptions
+ Strengthen employer branding by offering a

“Bravo for an excellent overview on the human
dimension to […] management in organizations
– which, of course, consist of humans!”

respectful and rewarding work culture
“I enjoyed the session a lot, both in how Matt
conducted it and also that it was about silos,
stakeholder needs and what we can do as

Formats, products & squirrel on page 2 ↓

individuals to influence behaviour.”

Q: Which product is the best for my team / division?
A: Start with a free scoping session. No sales script. You tell me about
your ideal outcome; I explain if and how I can assist; we proceed if you
think that your people will like me. Book your session at maul.fyi/m5

Workshops & Clinics

5-Session
Breakthrough

BrainOps
Continuous Growth &
Development
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The MAUL №5 BrainOps yearly
commitment includes tailor-made

based emotional task
tracking, tailored on-demand
training material and interorganizational workshops to
learn from and with people
at other companies.

“Thanks so
much. It’s such
a refreshing
perspective.
Being a squirrel
is a life goal
now.”
— Sr. Content Designer, Helsinki

courses to get large teams and divisions
up to speed quickly.
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